conscious yoga athletica

200hr Yoga Teacher Training

The most powerful
yoga training in Australia

Who we are
The most powerful Yoga Teacher Training in Australasia, Power Living has been transforming lives through yoga education for
over a decade. We are committed to elevating yoga-teaching standards around the globe through our education 200
& 500-hour pathway.
At Power Living we are recognised as the ‘teacher of teachers’ and as such our graduates are regarded as some of the
best-trained facilitators in the industry.

Who is the 200hr teacher training for?
ARE YOU READY?
As Duncan always says, in order to inspire others, we must first be committed to transforming ourselves. We see student and
teacher as no different - together we grow, learn and inspire. This is our practice this is our commitment.
One of the most frequently asked questions asked by our students is AM I READY? You don’t need an advanced level of practice
to participate in the program, what you gain relies not on your experience or how flexible you are, but the passion and the
enthusiasm you bring. The 200hr program is designed to challenge and inspire students ranging from the newly committed yogi
to the longstanding practitioner and teacher.
The course is immersive, heart opening, life changing and is for:
ASPIRING TEACHERS


Those ready to facilitate transformation in others through the power of yoga



Already qualified yoga teachers looking to refresh or expand their training

DEDICATED STUDENTS WANTING TO DEEPEN THEIR PRACTICE


Students looking to expand their own personal practice without the intention to teach



Committed students with a desire and passion to learn, not just about yoga asana but about themselves

THE 200HR PROGRAM

Power Living’s Teacher Training is education with a difference – elevating and accelerating students to teach with
authenticity, courage and passion. It goes beyond the basics, offering the highest standard of education in yoga asana,
philosophy, anatomy and personal development. Our mission is to create powerful teachers who transform lives in and
out of the classroom. The program is known for graduating facilitators that are ready to teach with quality and excellence,
from the day they complete the course.
Taking place over an intensive two to three month study period, you’ll be part of a community of fellow students
undergoing this journey of radical transformation. The nature of the program will demand your full commitment in and out
of the classroom but rest assured, the intensity will be matched by experiences of joy, connection and lasting friendships
as you discover your most powerful Self. Get ready to have the time of your life!

The structure
MODULE ONE
Core Program } Laying The Foundations
This module introduces you to the foundations of Power Living’s
teaching methodology and includes:


Asana physiology and alignment



Applied anatomy



Study of breath and bandhas



History of yoga



Traditional Yogic Philosophy and texts



Powerful and effective teaching skills



Class preparation techniques



Live coaching and feedback



Transformational leadership in the classroom

To graduate from the 200hr program you will be required to
complete a practical teaching examination and some written
assignments throughout the course.

MODULE TWO
Immersion Retreat } Uncover and Transform
The most powerful component of the program, this week long
retreat will challenge your mind, body and spirit – facilitating the
awakening required to become a truly powerful teacher.
The core of Power Living’s methodology lies in the practice of
Svadyaya (self-study). This module is dedicated to uncovering
deeply engrained beliefs, patterns and character traits that hold us
back from living authentic and courageous lives. This work requires
honesty, humility and a great commitment to your own spiritual
growth.
Daily schedule includes meditation, yoga practice (Vinyasa and
Yin), practice teaching, anatomy review, group sessions to uncover
limiting core beliefs and inspiring community activities.
This week will leave you feeling strong, inspired and with a renewed
passion for your life and practice.

MODULE THREE
Assisting Program } The Touchy Subject
20 contact hours
Module three is dedicated to the art of assisting in the classroom
and ties together all elements of the training to refine presence
and skills. Focused on impacting our students through the power
of touch and connection, this module trains you to have a precise
awareness of students’ unique bodies and how to safely guide them
into deeper experiences on their mats.
The areas of study include:


Safe, effective assists for all postures in the vinyasa sequence



How to energetically interact with students



Working with different bodies, injuries and limitations



Developing the skill of global awareness in the classroom

The 200hr Teacher Training is led by Power Living’s Senior Facilitation team. With a combined teaching repertoire of over 40
years in the classroom, you can be rest assured that you’ll be studying with some of the most knowledgeable facilitators in the
industry. Masters of their craft, they love sharing their passion for yoga and offering the pathway for new teachers.
Delivery of this program has been refined and developed over a decade of delivery. You‘ll be in the hands of experts who are
committed to bringing out the best in each and every student.
You’ll graduate a powerful, transformed Being.

Your teachers

Bali Immersion Week
The most powerful component of the program, this week-long immersive retreat in beautiful Bali will challenge your mind,
body and spirit – facilitating the awakening required to become a truly powerful teacher.
We hold this retreat in Bali to allow you to live and breathe yoga for an entire week – without the distractions of everyday life!
Feel the benefits of being on an island that is culturally and spiritually aligned with the yogic path. Feel your body and mind
lighten as you soak up the Balinese way of life – meditate on the sand as the sun rises over the ocean.
The core of Power Living’s methodology lies in the practice of Svadyaya (self-study). Our retreat module is dedicated to
going deep to uncover deeply engrained beliefs, patterns and character traits that hold us back from living authentic and
courageous lives. This work requires honesty, humility and a great commitment to your own spiritual growth.
Alongside self-study, you will challenge your physical body with powerful and dynamic vinyasa practices – including breaking
down yoga postures and examining the anatomy involved in our practice. Daily meditation and yin yoga practices will also
form part of the retreat schedule. This week will leave you feeling strong and inspired with a renewed passion for your life and
yoga practice.
Of course, there will also be time on your lunch break to relax and enjoy the pools, beach, mountains and local flavour around
our retreat venues. We use only the best retreat venues in Bali to ensure your immersion week is one you will never forget!
Relax by the pool with a smoothie or book in for a well-deserved spa treatment! The retreat is led in part by Duncan Peak
(Power Living Founder and pioneer of modern yoga in Australasia) and our senior facilitation team.

Post Course Development
One of the most confronting parts of qualifying as a new yoga teacher can be knowing what to do next and how to continue
your development. This is why we provide several post-course programs, specifically designed for our 200 hour graduates to
support you on your yoga journey. These include:


Assisting Programs within our studios – Once you’ve graduated from your teacher training, you’re welcome to volunteer
to assist our yoga classes for a 10-week period where your paired teacher will provide feedback and mentoring. This
invaluable experience helps you start to truly understand the anatomy of the human body and what each student
needs to find the most transformative results from each pose. Assisting gives you the opportunity to absorb teaching
cues, sequences and themes from the viewpoint of assistant (rather than participant on the mat!).The assisting program
is the first step on a pathway to teach within Power Living studios.



Super Coach sessions gaining feedback after graduation to develop your teaching. You’ll have the opportunity to
assist or teach in a mock class environment and be coached by our senior facilitators.



YOGAHOLICS.com.au – Power Living’s online yoga platform is an amazing tool to continue perfecting your teaching
skills – pause and replay those oh-so-awesome alignment cues to your hearts content! YOGAHOLICS is included in your
Teachers Network subscription.

It doesn’t just stop at 200 hour – we can take you all the way to 500 hour advanced training level with courses designed to
deepen and expand your knowledge at any point. Our 500 hour pathway allows you to start to focus in on specific areas of
yoga such as yin, advanced sequencing and advanced philosophy. Each course has a certain number of accredited hours
so you can continue to top-up your education towards 500 hours at your own time and pace.

What you? gain



200hr Yoga Teacher Training Certification with Power Living



Eligibility to register with Yoga Alliance and Yoga Australia, 		
worldwide yoga accreditation organisations



Continuing education pathway to gain 500hr teaching 		
accreditation with Power Living



One-on-one support and guidance post-graduation from the
Power Living Training and Development Team



The ability to teach a life-changing practice in any
environment: schools, corporate offices, studios, fitness centres,
healthcare practices and beyond



Graduate with one of the most sought after yoga teacher 		
training certificates in the industry

?

Tuition

Investment for the 200hr Teacher Training program: $5,499 - The tuition fee includes the Immersion week in Bali
PAYMENT OPTIONS


Upfront payment – pay initial deposit of $1,500 at registration to secure you spot. This deposit is non-refundable and
non-transferable. Pay the remaining balance six weeks before the start date of your program



Payment Plan (by request) – pay initial deposit of $1,500 at registration to secure your spot and an additional $500 six weeks
before the start date of your program. Pay the remaining balance in 3 staggered payments (please contact our programs 		
team for exact payment dates and terms). All payment plans incur a 3% service fee

EARLY REGISTRATION BENEFITS (3 Months Prior to course Start Date)


Please contact our Programs Department to discuss discounts and other benefits

INCLUDED


Your 200hr Teacher Training manuals



All accommodation and food costs for Module Two – Retreat Immersion



Access to YOGAHOLICS. Power Living’s online yoga website for the duration of the whole program.



Unlimited practice at any Power Living Studio’s over Module One of the Program (From the start of your program up to the
day of your retreat)



15% off all retail items during your training

NOT INCLUDED


Supplementary text books



Travel expenses to and from the retreat: flights, airport transfers, visas and travel insurance (required)

Course dates and locations
Manly & Fitzroy
April – June 2020

Miranda
April – June 2020

Module One – Core Program

Module One – Core Program

• Thursday 16 – Sunday 19 April

• Thursday 23 – Sunday 26 April

AND

AND

• Thursday 30 April – Sunday 3 May

• Thursday 14 – Sunday 17 May

• 7:30am – 5:30pm

• 7:30am – 5:30pm

Module Two – Retreat Immersion - Bali

Module Two – Retreat Immersion - Bali

• Sunday 24 – Saturday 30 May

• Sunday 24 – Saturday 30 May

• Sunday 4pm (check in from 2pm) to Saturday 10am

• Sunday 4pm (check in from 2pm) to Saturday 10am

Module Three – Assisting Program

Module Three – Assisting Program

• Friday 5 – Sunday 7 June

• Friday 12 – Sunday 14 June

• Friday 4:30pm – 8:30pm, Sat and Sun 7:30am – 4:30pm

• Friday 4:30pm – 8:30pm, Sat and Sun 7:30am – 4:30pm

Review and Final Exam Day – Core Program Completion

Review and Final Exam Day – Core Program Completion

• Saturday 20 and Sunday 21 June

• Saturday 20 and Sunday 21 June

• 7:30am to 5:30pm

• 7:30am to 5:30pm

Bondi Beach & Adelaide
September – November 2020
Module One – Core Program
• Thursday 24 – Sunday 27 September
AND
• Thursday 8 – Sunday 11 October
• 7:30am – 5:30pm
Module Two – Retreat Immersion - Bali
• Sunday 1 – Saturday 7 November
• Sunday 4pm (check in from 2pm) to Saturday 10am
Module Three – Assisting Program
• Friday 13 – Sunday 15 November
• Friday 4:30pm – 8:30pm, Sat and Sun 7:30am – 4:30pm
Review and Final Exam Day – Core Program Completion
• Saturday 28 and Sunday 29 November
• 7:30am to 5:30pm

Apply
Places on our courses are limited and sell out well in advance. Please ensure you complete your registration as soon as
possible to ensure a guaranteed placement.
To get started:


Review ALL the information in this document



Research Power Living to ensure our vision aligns with you and your training needs: www.powerliving.com.au



Carefully review all dates, costs, curriculum, and policies



Complete the online application form in its entirety. Payment of $1,500 deposit is required at this stage



Wait for communication via email approving your application from Power Living. You will receive this within 7 days of
submitting your application

Online registration
Please register online at powerliving.com.au – visit the events page and select your chosen training. Please note that you
will need to make a minimum payment of $1,500 deposit at the time of registration and you will need to upload a profile
picture. The photo will only be used internally by Power Living to share with the facilitators on your course.

Contact us
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact the program team at programs@powerliving.com.au
or by phone on 02 9191 0351.
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200Hr Yoga Teacher Training

1 Month Intensive

The most powerful
yoga training in Australia
2020

Who we are
The most powerful Yoga Teacher Training in Australasia, Power Living has been transforming lives through yoga education for
over a decade. We are committed to elevating yoga-teaching standards around the globe through our education 200
& 500-hour pathway.
At Power Living we are recognised as the ‘teacher of teachers’ and as such our graduates are regarded as some of the
best-trained facilitators in the industry.

Who is the 200hr teacher training for?
ARE YOU READY?
As Duncan always says, in order to inspire others, we must first be committed to transforming ourselves. We see student and
teacher as no different - together we grow, learn and inspire. This is our practice this is our commitment.
One of the most frequently asked questions asked by our students is AM I READY? You don’t need an advanced level of practice
to participate in the program, what you gain relies not on your experience or how flexible you are, but the passion and the
enthusiasm you bring. The 200hr program is designed to challenge and inspire students ranging from the newly committed yogi
to the longstanding practitioner and teacher.
The course is immersive, heart opening, life changing and is for:
ASPIRING TEACHERS


Those ready to facilitate transformation in others through the power of yoga



Already qualified yoga teachers looking to refresh or expand their training

DEDICATED STUDENTS WANTING TO DEEPEN THEIR PRACTICE


Students looking to expand their own personal practice without the intention to teach



Committed students with a desire and passion to learn, not just about yoga asana but about themselves

THE 200HR PROGRAM

Power Living’s Teacher Training is education with a difference – elevating and accelerating students to teach with
authenticity, courage and passion. It goes beyond the basics, offering the highest standard of education in yoga asana,
philosophy, anatomy and personal development. Our mission is to create powerful teachers who transform lives in and
out of the classroom. The program is known for graduating facilitators that are ready to teach with quality and excellence,
from the day they complete the course.
Taking place over an intensive one month period, you’ll be part of a community of fellow students undergoing this journey
of radical transformation. The nature of the program will demand your full commitment in and out of the classroom but
rest assured, the intensity will be matched by experiences of joy, connection and lasting friendships as you discover your
most powerful Self. Get ready to have the time of your life!

The Structure
CORE PROGRAM
- Laying The Foundations
This module introduces you to the foundations of Power Living’s
teaching methodology and includes:


Asana physiology and alignment



Applied anatomy



Study of breath and bandhas



History of yoga



Traditional Yogic Philosophy and texts



Powerful and effective teaching skills



Class preparation techniques



Live coaching and feedback



Transformational leadership in the classroom

ASSISTING PROGRAM
- The Touchy Subject
Module three is dedicated to the art of assisting in the classroom
and ties together all elements of the training to refine presence
and skills. Focused on impacting our students through the power
of touch and connection, this module trains you to have a precise
awareness of students’ unique bodies and how to safely guide them
into deeper experiences on their mats.
The areas of study include:


Safe, effective assists for all postures in the vinyasa sequence



How to energetically interact with students



Working with different bodies, injuries and limitations



Developing the skill of global awareness in the classroom

EXAMS & GRADUATION
- Ready To Teach
To graduate from the 200hr program there will be a practical and a
written assessment.

The 200hr Teacher Training is led by Power Living’s Senior Facilitation team. With a combined teaching repertoire of over 40
years in the classroom, you can be rest assured that you’ll be studying with some of the most knowledgeable facilitators in the
industry. Masters of their craft, they love sharing their passion for yoga and offering the pathway for new teachers.
Delivery of this program has been refined and developed over a decade of delivery. You‘ll be in the hands of experts who are
committed to bringing out the best in each and every student.
You’ll graduate a powerful, transformed Being.

Your teachers

Post Course Development
One of the most confronting parts of qualifying as a new yoga teacher can be knowing what to do next and how to continue
your development. This is why we provide several post-course programs, specifically designed for our 200 hour graduates to
support you on your yoga journey. These include:


Assisting Programs within our studios – Once you’ve graduated from your teacher training, you’re welcome to volunteer
to assist our yoga classes for a 10-week period where your paired teacher will provide feedback and mentoring. This
invaluable experience helps you start to truly understand the anatomy of the human body and what each student
needs to find the most transformative results from each pose. Assisting gives you the opportunity to absorb teaching
cues, sequences and themes from the viewpoint of assistant (rather than participant on the mat!).The assisting program
is the first step on a pathway to teach within Power Living studios.



Super Coach sessions gaining feedback after graduation to develop your teaching. You’ll have the opportunity to
assist or teach in a mock class environment and be coached by our senior facilitators.



YOGAHOLICS.com.au – Power Living’s online yoga platform is an amazing tool to continue perfecting your teaching
skills – pause and replay those oh-so-awesome alignment cues to your hearts content! YOGAHOLICS is included in your
Teachers Network subscription.

It doesn’t just stop at 200 hour – we can take you all the way to 500 hour advanced training level with courses designed to
deepen and expand your knowledge at any point. Our 500 hour pathway allows you to start to focus in on specific areas of
yoga such as yin, advanced sequencing and advanced philosophy. Each course has a certain number of accredited hours
so you can continue to top-up your education towards 500 hours at your own time and pace.

? gain
What you



200hr Yoga Teacher Training Certification with Power Living



Eligibility to register with Yoga Alliance and Yoga Australia, 		
worldwide yoga accreditation organisations



Continuing education pathway to gain 500hr teaching 		
accreditation with Power Living



One-on-one support and guidance post-graduation from the
Power Living Training and Development Team



The ability to teach a life-changing practice in any
environment: schools, corporate offices, studios, fitness centres,
healthcare practices and beyond



Graduate with one of the most sought after yoga teacher 		
training certificates in the industry

?

Tuition

Investment for the 200hr Teacher Training Program $3,799
PAYMENT OPTIONS


Upfront payment – pay initial deposit of $1,500 at registration to secure you spot. Pay the remaining balance six weeks before
the start date of your program



Payment Plan (by request) – pay initial deposit of $1,500 at registration to secure your spot. Pay the remaining balance in
3 staggered payments (please contact our programs team for exact payment dates and terms). All payment plans incur a
3% service fee

EARLY REGISTRATION BENEFITS (3 Months Prior to course Start Date)


Please contact our Programs Department to discuss discounts and other benefits

INCLUDED


Your 200hr Teacher Training manuals



Access to YOGAHOLICS. Power Living’s online yoga website for the duration of the whole program.



Unlimited practice at your training studio location during the program (Brisbane excluded)

NOT INCLUDED


Supplementary text books



Accomodation during the course

Dates and location
BONDI BEACH STUDIO
March 9 - April 3
Monday - Friday
8am - 5pm Daily
FITZROY STUDIO
August 31 - September 25
Monday - Friday
9am - 6pm Daily

Apply
Places on our courses are limited and sell out well in advance. Please ensure you complete your registration as soon as
possible to ensure a guaranteed placement.
To get started:


Review ALL the information in this document



Research Power Living to ensure our vision aligns with you and your training needs: www.powerliving.com.au



Carefully review all dates, costs, curriculum, and policies



Complete the online application form in its entirety. Payment of $1,500 deposit is required at this stage



Wait for communication via email approving your application from Power Living. You will receive this within 7 days of
submitting your application

ONLINE REGISTRATION
Please register online at powerliving.com.au – visit the events page and select your chosen training. Please note that you
will need to make a minimum payment of $1,500 deposit at the time of registration and you will need to upload a profile
picture. The photo will only be used internally by Power Living to share with the facilitators on your course.

CONTACT US
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact the program team at programs@powerliving.com.au
or by phone on 02 9191 0351
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Advanced Yoga
Education Modules
500hr Pathway

The most powerful yoga training
in Australia

Why train with Power Living

At Power Living we’re dedicated to elevating teaching standards around the globe, ensuring that students have access to the
very best training, research and teachers to support development and feed inspiration for the practice. Founder of Power Living
and pioneer of modern yoga, Duncan Peak, is one of the most knowledgeable and experienced teachers in our country and
has gained respect for his style and approach worldwide. Our trainings are world-class, affordable and powerful.
Many of Power Living’s Advanced Education Modules are open to students of all levels, whilst or 500-hour pathway is open to
students who have completed their 200-hour yoga teacher training with Power Living OR another education provider. If you
need extra support to get up to Power Living’s 200-hour standard of education, we’ll ensure we provide that for you too.
If you want to become the best teacher you can be, serve thousands of people and enjoy contributing to a cause greater
than yourself, Power Living’s 500-hour education pathway is for you. We look forward to meeting you soon and elevating your
teaching to a whole new level!

500-Hour Pathway
Do you want to take your yoga knowledge or teaching skills to the next level? Our Advanced Education Modules are the
perfect way to continue your education for students of all levels and especially for 200-hour qualified yoga teachers looking to
hone your teaching skills, become a masterful facilitator and work towards accumulating 500 hours of yoga training.
Our 500-hour pathway is run in a modular format and is designed to be completed over two to three years, but you can take
as much time as you like! As we offer up to 1,000 hours of advanced training, you have multiple ways you can reach your 500hour certification with Power Living.
The pathway includes an additional 300 hours of study on top of the 200-hour certification, taking you up to 500-hours
accreditation. Yoga Alliance now requires that students complete the additional 300-hours training with ONE provider in order
to be fully compliant. Yoga Australia recognises a 350-hour level of certification and this should be your first aim after you’ve
been teaching for a while and are looking at the next stage in your teaching journey.
While the 200-hour qualification is an amazing foundation and great step into teaching, we believe that a 500-hour qualification
is essential in becoming a well-rounded yoga facilitator. The modules within the 500-hour pathway will give you real confidence
to teach multiple styles, safely and powerfully – you’ll gain incredible experience with sequencing techniques, be able to read
bodies by applying your knowledge of anatomy and physiology and learn skills to connect to the hearts and minds of students.
All of our courses give you practical skills to take straight back and apply in the classroom. You become a TRANSFORMER
passing on this great tradition in an accessible way.

Your Teaching Team

Duncan Peak

Patrick Beach

Annie Carpenter

Troy Abraham

Truth Robinson

Founder of Power Living
& pioneer of modern yoga

Lead Facilitator

Lead Facilitator

Lead Facilitator

Lead Facilitator

Click headshot for full bio

Our 500-hour pathway is led by Duncan Peak, Founder of Power Living and pioneer of modern
yoga in Australia, as well as our lead facilitation team and International guest teachers.
Our teachers have decades of combined teaching experience, so you can be confident
you’re training with one of the best providers of yoga education in the world.

Our Advanced Yoga
Education Modules
Power Living’s 500-hour yoga teacher training pathway has been designed to suit everyone’s individual passions, interests
and commitments. There are programs spanning vinyasa and yin yoga and the curriculum covers modules in: teaching skills;
anatomy and physiology; and philosophy. Our mission is to give each student the opportunity to choose the pathway that
most inspires them to grow.
Check out the curriculum and the modules you can complete to gain
350-hour, 500-hour and even up to 1000-hours of training with us.

Yin
Yoga
3 Day Immersion - Level 1
Facilitator Truth Robinson
Brisbane | Miranda | Gold Coast
Fitzroy | Adelaide | Bondi Beach

Join Doctor of Traditional Chinese Medicine, Truth Robinson, and get ready to take a journey through the energy highways of the
body. This blissful, three-day immersion will include daily meditation, pranayama and long, juicy yin practices to go deep and
find stillness within.

About The Immersion
Open to any level of student: dedicated students with a sincere interest in yin yoga as well as teachers on their 500-hour pathway..
This training is your gateway to exploring Traditional Chinese Medicine and yin yoga. Yin is continuing to grow in popularity and
this training will establish the fundamentals of the practice and enable you to directly impact your personal practice and the lives
of the students you teach. It’s all about slowing down, escaping your normal routine and creating space.
Yin Level 1 is an introduction to applied anatomy and physiology, with a focus on understanding fascia and how this type of tissue
works in the body. Start to understand Traditional Chinese Medicine and the basic meridian pathways, plus get an introduction
to pranayama techniques designed to provide greater insight into The Self. You will not be the same teacher/student afterwards!

Eligibility

Locations / Dates

200-hour trained yoga teachers, AND/OR dedicated

Zen Hot Yoga & Pilates, Brisbane

25 - 27 October 2019

students looking to deepen their understanding of the

Power Living, Miranda

3 – 5 April

Yin practice

Ritual Yoga & Pilates, Gold Coast 17 – 19 April
Power Living, Fitzroy

15 - 17 May 2020

Certification

Power Living, Adelaide

29 – 31 May

Power Living, Bondi Beach

19 - 21 June 2020

200-hour trained teachers who complete 100% attendance
will gain 30 hours towards their 350-500-hour advanced
certification with Yoga Alliance and/or Yoga Australia as
this forms part of the Power Living 500-hour pathway. Only
200-hour qualified teachers will gain the certification but

Cost $769 Contact our programs department
for discounts and benefits when registering
3 months in advance.

any student can participate in the training.

Click Here
To Register

Advanced
Yin Yoga
6 Day Intensive - Level 2
Facilitators Duncan Peak & Truth Robinson
Sydney
This retreat is a beautiful blend of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) theory and Yoga philosophies that will directly impact your
personal practice and the lives of the students you teach. Open to teachers on their 500 hour pathway as well as dedicated
students with a sincere interest in yin yoga, this week is all about slowing down, escaping your normal routine and creating space
within. Duncan and Truth teach to the heart and mind to effect change throughout the world. This is a truly unique course.

About the Immersion
• An in-depth study of Traditional Chinese Medicine and it’s connection to Yin Yoga. Cover and review the essential elements of yin yoga
that we also teach in our Level 1 courses.
• Take a deeper look at the 12 myofascial meridian lines and Body Reading.
• Learn to create multiple sequences following myofascial meridians that transform bodies and lifelong injuries creating
supple,rejuvenated and rehydrated tissue.
• Be miles ahead of other teachers through an intelligent approach to Yin Yoga as a complete system, not just a balance for 		
Vinyasa Yoga.
What you need is simple...an appetite for self-discovery and the desire to evolve! There will be daily meditation, pranayama, dynamic
yin flows and long, juicy yin practices using fascial lines, chi balls and creative sequencing to expand and balance energy in the body.

Eligibility
200-hour trained yoga teachers, AND/OR dedicated students looking to deepen their understanding of the Yin practice.

Certification
200-hour trained teachers who complete 100% attendance will gain

Locations / Dates

65 hours towards their 350-500-hour advanced certification with Yoga

Sydney

Alliance and/or Yoga Australia as this forms part of the Power Living

Tuesday, 25 Feb - Sunday, 1 March 2020

500-hour pathway. Only 200-hour qualified teachers will gain the

8:30am - 6:00pm daily

certification, but any student can participate in the training.

Cost
$1,699 - Contact our programs department
for discounts and benefits when registering
3 months in advance.

Click Here
To Register

Advanced
Vinyasa

Intelligent Sequencing,
Class Theming & Philosophy

Facilitator Duncan Peak
Sydney | Gold Coast | Fitzroy

The evolution of being a modern-day yoga teacher asks that we teach not just from our hearts but from embodied wisdom.
This course will challenge your personal practice in ways that will allow you to compassionately guide your students through theirs.
Expect this course to catapult you into powerful sequencing and theming skills which have insightful purpose and meaning.You’ll
leave fully inspired and confident to teach in a whole new way!

About The Immersion
• Discover tools on how to structure a class in Sequence Lab – get clear on how to confidently navigate yourself and students
through a flow and build to deeper asana variations with safety and intelligence.
• Dive into yogic studies and learn how to theme classes whilst weaving in philosophical teachings.
• Participate in Asana Lab and learn to read bodies in an informed and empowered way through understanding the anatomical
complexities and differences present in us all.
• Ignite your own personal practice through daily meditation and asana practice.
• Step away fully inspired and prepared to teach classes that will blow your students’ minds and take their vinyasa practice to
a whole new level!

Eligibility
200-hour trained yoga teachers, AND/OR dedicated students 		
with a desire to understand intelligent class sequencing. Note that
the content of this course is designed for 200-hour certified teachers
and will not cover basic anatomy or philosophy concepts.

Locations /
Sydney
Gold Coast
Fitzroy

Dates
1 - 3 May		
2020
31 July - 2 August 2020
16 - 18 October
2020

Cost $769 Contact our programs department

Certification

for discounts and benefits when registering

200-hour trained teachers who complete 100% attendance will be

3 months in advance

awarded 30hrs towards their 350-500-hour advanced certification
with Yoga Alliance and/or Yoga Australia as this forms part of the
Power Living 500-hour pathway. Only 200-hour qualified teachers will
gain the certification but any student can participate in the training.

Click Here
To Register

Uncover &
Transform
Retreat

Facilitators Duncan Peak
& The Power Living Senior Team
Bali, Indonesia
Power Living retreats are the foundation of our transformational yoga practice and continue to be the biggest game-changer for
personal development and growth. The process will challenge you, but if you’re ready to do the work it will change your life! Join
Duncan Peak the senior crew for a journey of radical self-discovery, learning and transformation.

About The Immersion
An immersion program, daily schedule includes meditation, yoga, workshops and inspiring community activities. If you are
already a 200hr qualified teacher, this week is a perfect way to upskill or revitalize your knowledge through anatomy lectures and
the opportunity to participate in practice teaching where you receive live feedback and coaching from Power Living senior staff.
If you are just a student looking to get away, you will have plenty of additional time to enjoy the beauty of Bali and enjoy some
much deserved ‘me time’. You’ll make friends, journey together, laugh and love. Leave this week feeling strong, inspired and with
a renewed passion for life.
As a group, you will dive deep into uncovering limiting patterns and beliefs which hold us back from being the most powerful,
authentic and inspired version of ourselves. You will gain an understanding of how the traditional yogic teachings are rooted
in these processes of self-discovery while you get a taste of the liberation available through diving courageously into this
transformational work.
This retreat makes up part of our 200hr Teacher Training program, so you will have the opportunity to share this journey of
discovery with a large group of dedicated and lifelong learners.

Eligibility

Locations / Dates

Curious students looking to take their practice to the next level and dive

Komune Resort, Keramas, Bali

deeper into yoga, also for qualified yoga teachers wanting to refresh

November 10th 4pm - 16th 10am 2019

or upskill their 200hr training. Daily program will vary for each group of

May 24 4pm - May 30 10am 2020

students.

November 1 4pm - November 7 10am 2020

Certification
200-hour trained teachers who complete 100% attendance will gain

Cost

30 hours towards their 350-500 hour advanced certification with Yoga

$2199 Contact our programs department for discounts and
benefits when registering 3 months in advance

Alliance and/or Yoga Australia as this forms part of the Power Living
500-hour pathway.

Price includes twin share accomodation, all meals,
facilities fees and Power Living Manuals.

Click Here
To Register

SmartFLOW
Shoulder Girdle
& Pelvic Girdle
Intensives
Facilitators Annie Carpenter
Fitzroy | Sydney

Known as a teachers’ teacher, Annie Carpenter brings her teaching methodology known as SmartFLOW yoga to Power Living
this November. Expect to meld precision with exploration, challenge with play, and traditional rigour with modern flow as you find
your edges both physically and mentally. These workshops will bring the best of FUNctional anatomy, focused asana, guidance in
assisting and therapeutic practices to nurture you into more inspired and creative teaching and/or personal practice.

About The Immersion
• Annie Carpenter brings both passion and expertise from over 3 decades of Yoga practice and teaching
• The weekend will be a mix of FUNctional anatomy, strong Asana relating to the area focus
• Assessing and Hands-on-Assisting for essential poses, and Therapeutic practices

Eligibility
This course is open to all students but the content is designed for 200hr certified teachers and intermediate students

Certification

Locations / Dates

200hr RYT will be eligible to receive 20 hours towards their RYT 500hr

Fitzroy

November 15 - 17 2019

Certification with Yoga Alliance and 50hrs towards their 350hr Certificate

Sydney

November 22 - 24 2019

with Yoga Australia.

Cost
$599 - Contact our programs department for
discounts and benefits when registering 3
months in advance

Click Here
To Register

Awakening
Inversions

A practical
exploration of
inversions through
the lens of
yoga asana
Facilitators Patrick Beach
Bondi Beach | Sydney

A journey into the flying side of the Yoga practice. All of the why’s, why not’s and how to’s necessary for an inversion practice. In this
training you will not only build a new level of comfort in your own inversion practice, but walk away with the tools needed to safely
share the joy of going upside down with your students. We will explore two paths in this training - the path of liberating your own
practice through the physical efforts needed to build your inversion practice and a path of manifestation - a study of the ideas,
alignment, safety techniques, communication skills, and developing a keen eye for looking at bodies to share this knowledge with
others. This training will create a shift in your body, mind, and spirit.

About The Immersion
• How to effectively prepare students with intelligent sequencing & targeted strengthening practices
• The Role Anatomy & Biomechanics in Inversions
• Addressing the role of fear and breaking away from preconceived limitations
• Daily Inversion Practice & unique individualized assessments
• Injury Prevention and how to keep your students safe in a classroom setting
• Benefits & modifications of inversions for all bodies

Eligibility
200-hour trained yoga teachers, AND/OR dedicated students with a desire to

Locations / Dates

understand advanced asana and getting upside down!

Bondi Beach

Certification

Cost

The training forms part of the 500hr teacher training pathway. 200hr RYT will

$699 - Contact our programs department for

be eligible to receive 25 hours towards their RYT 500hr Certification with Yoga

discounts and benefits when registering 3

Alliance and/or their 350hr Certificate with Yoga Australia.

months in advance

March 13 - 15

2020

Click Here
To Register

Awakening
Yoga
Vinyasa
Intensive
Facilitators Patrick Beach
Adelaide

Our Yoga practice can walk two paths, one of ritual or one of routine. This practice intensive is designed to bring your asana back to
life! The Awakening Yoga practice is built on the foundation of ritual asana with a focus on functional movement and individualized
alignment. By acknowledging that each body is unique, powerful, and purposeful, this practice provides room for students to better
understand their own physicality.
We all have a certain level of coordination, strength, flexibility, balance, and natural predisposition that serve as tools in our movement
toolboxes. To become more aware, we must immerse ourselves in the practice, moving ourselves away from outward aesthetics and
into self observation.
Through the course of this three-day learning experience you will become fully versed in the Awakening Yoga movement system,
introduced to the practice methodology, and discover new awareness of yourself along the way. Join in on this inspiring yoga
journey, break your habits, explore new possibilities, and flourish with us!

Eligibility

Locations / Dates

200-hour trained yoga teachers, AND/OR dedicated students with a desire to

Adelaide

understand advanced asana and getting upside down!

Certification
The training forms part of the 500hr teacher training pathway. 200hr RYT will
be eligible to receive 25 hours towards their RYT 500hr Certification with Yoga

March 20 - 22

2020

Cost
$699 - Contact our programs department for
discounts and benefits when registering 3
months in advance

Alliance and/or their 350hr Certificate with Yoga Australia.

Click Here
To Register

Advanced
Anatomy &
Biomechanics
Facilitators Duncan Peak
Manly Beach | Sydney

Learn from Duncan Peak, the founder of Power Living Australia Yoga, the essential understanding of anatomy & biomechanics,
specifically for a Yoga Asana teacher. Duncan’s approach to teaching anatomy is fun, interesting, challenging, hugely educational
& essential for a modern-day asana teacher.

About The Immersion
• Each day will have a specific focus; breaking down the applied anatomy of the body, exploring all the major joints and dissecting
biomechanical movement as it pertains to yoga asana.
• We will visit the Cadaver Lab at Wollongong University to observe, touch and manipulate tissues, muscles and bones for the
deepest possible understanding of bio-mechanics. Learn what’s really going on under your skin!
• Participate in Asana Lab, where you will put into practice your understanding of the anatomical complexities and differences
present in us all.
• Expect an educational immersion that will take you from a basic anatomical understanding to having an ability to read multiple
bodies and deliver individual cues, whilst still maintaining the flow of the class.

Eligibility

Locations / Dates

200-hour trained yoga teachers, AND/OR dedicated students with a desire to

Manly Beach

understand advanced anatomy and biomechanics. Note that the content of
this course is designed for 200-hour certified teachers and will not cover basic
anatomy concepts.

Certification

July 9 - 12 2020

Cost
$949 - Contact our programs department for
discounts and benefits when registering 3
months in advance

The training forms part of the 500hr teacher training pathway. 200hr RYT will
be eligible to receive 40 hours towards their RYT 500hr Certification with Yoga
Alliance and/or their 350hr Certificate with Yoga Australia.

Click Here
To Register

Post Course Development
Your education doesn’t stop the day you graduate. At Power Living, our goal is to continue to develop and train our graduates
long after the certificates are handed out. We want to give our students every opportunity we can to help them become
successful and fulfilled yoga practitioners and teachers. So how can you get the most out of your qualifications?
•
		
•

Register your hours with Yoga Alliance and Yoga Australia so you’re recognised as a yoga teacher across
the community.
Make a mark on your yoga CV as a Power Living trained teacher. We have an outstanding reputation in

		

the yoga world for graduating the highest quality teachers. Having our course on your CV puts you in 			

		

excellent standing to get hired!

•
		

Access to YOGAHOLICS.com.au – unlimited access to yoga, meditation, posture tutorials and inspiration
videos to support you with class planning from Duncan Peak and the senior teaching team

Click Here
To Register

“Never stop learning because
life never stops teaching .”

Apply
Places on our courses are limited and sell out well in advance. Please ensure
you complete your registration as soon as possible to ensure a guaranteed
placement.

To get started
• Review ALL the information in this document.
• Research Power Living to ensure our vision aligns with you and your training
needs: powerliving.com.au
• Carefully review all dates, costs, curriculum, and policies.
• Complete the online application form in its entirety. Payment of $1,000 deposit
is required at this stage for any program over $1,250. All programs under $1,250
must be paid for in full at the time of registration.
• Wait for communication via email approving your application from Power
Living. You will receive this within 7 days of submitting your application.

Online registration
Please register online at powerliving.com.au – visit the events page and select
your chosen training.You will be required to upload a photo - this will only be used
internally by Power Living to share with the facilitators on your course.

Contact us
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact the program team at
programs@powerliving.com.au or by phone on 02 9191 0351.

